
VOLUNTEER PROTOCOLS for 
HAZARD TREE AWARENESS 



    MOUNTAIN PINE BEETLE 

 Mountain pine beetle is a 
native species with 
cyclical epidemics 

 

 Lives on all pine species 
 

 Climatic conditions have 
created “the perfect 
storm” for the current 
major infestation 



    PINE BEETLE LIFE CYCLE 

 Adults burrow into 
living portion of tree 
trunk , lay eggs in 
galleries and introduce 
Blue Stain Fungus 
 

 Galleries and Fungus 
kill the tree 
 

 Adults emerge and fly 
from July-September 



    PINE BEETLE ACREAGE 

Any tree (regardless of its 
size) that is hazardous to 
people or property because of: 
 

 location or lean  
 physical damage 
 overhead hazards 
 deterioration of limbs, stem or 

root system 
 or a combination of above. 

 

2 million 
acres 
infested in 
Colorado 



    FOREST SERVICE   
        BEETLE PLAN 

The Beetle Plan proposes multi-year integrated 
vegetation treatments to address the impacts of 
the bark beetle epidemic. 
 
 Reduce  hazardous fuels and wildfire risk to the 

forest, homes, communities, and critical watersheds  
 

 Reduce hazards to recreation and public 
infrastructure 
 Removing hazard trees at developed recreation sites and 

along roads 
 Temporarily closing hazardous recreation areas if 

necessary 
 Monitoring for hazard trees 

 



    HAZARD TREE DEFINED 

Any tree (regardless of its size) 
that is hazardous to people or 
property because of: 
 

 location or lean  
 physical damage 
 overhead hazards 
 deterioration of limbs, stem or root 

system 
 or a combination of above. 

 

 



  RISK = HAZARD x EXPOSURE 

Red is dead! 
 



Generalized Tree Defects or Indicators  
Which Influence Tree Failure 

 Trees with obvious defects 
 
 

 Lightning scar below top fork 
 Large broken branches 
 Large witches broom 
 Trunk injuries 
 Beetle bore holes/pitch tubes 
 Fire scar 
 Canker/root rot 
 Cut or burned root 

 

About 76 percent of 
softwood failures in 
the Rocky Mountain 
Region occurred in 
the root system 

About 13 percent of 
softwood failures in 
the Rocky Mountain 
Region occurred in 
the trunk 



Root Injuries- 
Roots function as an 
anchor, providing the 
major resistance to 
windthrow. Any agent 
causing root damage 
increases the chance for 
failure.  

Generalized Tree Defects or Indicators  
Which Influence Tree Failure 



Physical injury to roots can 
weaken tree structure and 
provide avenues of entry for 
root-rotting fungi.  
 
Construction activities and 
vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic are often responsible 
for direct injury to roots.  
 
The root system may be 
injured indirectly through soil 
compaction and fluctuating 
water tables.  

Generalized Tree Defects or Indicators  
Which Influence Tree Failure 



 NO-WORK ZONE 

 The size of the No-Work Zone 
is 1.5 times the defect length.  
 

 This length can be modified (larger 
or smaller) depending on the site-
specific conditions, such as slope 
or surrounding tree size and 
condition.  
 

 The No-Work Zone must be big 
enough to accommodate the 
hazard. 

 



DEAD TREES 
Dead Trees—Snags are 
the most dangerous 
type of tree hazard.  



 
 
LIVE LEANING TREES 

 These trees are a threat 
primarily when the lean is 
the result of structural 
damage. 
 

 Trees that lean naturally 
usually are reinforced by 
compensatory growth. 
 

 The greater the lean of 
damaged trees, the greater 
the probability of failure 
during wind gusts or snow 
loads. 



 
 
FORESTS WITH WINDTHROW 

 Even on calm days, be alert 
when traveling in forested 
areas that have a third or 
more of the trees already  
knocked down by wind! 
 

 Lodgepole pines use their 
neighbors for support. 
When neighboring trees are 
gone, the remaining trees 
are more likely to be 
susceptible to wind 
damage. 
 

 Avoid these areas on windy 
days. 
 
 



INSECT ACTIVITY 

*Note sawdust at the 
base of the tree.  

 The presence of insect 
activity such as bark 
beetles may indicate 
the tree has been 
weakened by other 
agents including root 
diseases 
 
 Carpenter ants and wood 

boring insects may be 
indicative of butt rot 



HAZARD TREE ZONE 

 

For 2011 this includes 
most trails and roads 
WEST from the 
Manhattan and 
Pingree Park Roads 
in the yellow lined 
area. 



VOLUNTEER PROTOCOLS 

REQUIRED 
Get  a weather  forecast  before your 

patrol begins 
 Cancel your patrol or change locations to a non-

hazard area if high winds or storm fronts are 
predicted. 

 
Let  someone  at  home know  your  plans 

and  destinations 
 It will be up to these folks to let the Forest 

Service know if you are going to be more 
than 3 hours late. 

Pre-Trip Prep 

RECOMMENDED 
Keep a saw or axe in your vehicle 
 Be prepared in case deadfall blocks the road for your return home. 



VOLUNTEER PROTOCOLS 

Radio/ pre-programmed SPOT receiver check-out 
  > You MUST call in advance to reserve during the summer 
  > First come/first served 
  > Return equipment within one day of end of patrol or trip. 
 
Available at the following locations in the SUMMER: 
  Fort Collins Forest Service office 
         Hours: 8-5 Monday-Friday (Sat in summer)         
         Phone: 970-295-6721 
 

  Arrowhead Lodge Visitor Center 
         Hours: 9-5 daily starting Memorial weekend 
         Phone: 970-881-2152 
 

  Redfeather Ranger Station 
        Hours: 9-5 Fri-Mon starting Memorial weekend 
        Phone: 970-881-2937 

Radio or SPOT receiver required when working 
in a “designated hazard tree zone” 

Available locations in WINTER: 
  Fort Collins Forest Service office 
         Hours: 8-5 Monday-Friday          
         Phone: 970-295-6721 
 
  Poudre River Resort 
         Hours: 7-7 daily 



VOLUNTEER PROTOCOLS 

Check-in/OK contacts: 
      kcannon@fs.fed.us      kwumkes@fs.fed.us      spouse/friend 
 

 Message:   This is (your name) doing a SPOT check in. I am OK. 
 
 
Send help (NON –life threatening) contacts: 
      kcannon@fs.fed.us          kwumkes@fs.fed.us 
      coftc@dms.nwcg.gov      larevalos@fs.fed.us 
      tpbaxter@fs.fed.us  9706912719@tmomail.net      
      spouse/friend    
 

Message: Send help for this emergency  
                                 (TBD by your program manager)   

SOS -life threatening  (THIS OPTION  GOES TO 911 SERVICE) 

     Primary- Fort Collins Dispatch 
      Secondary: Lenora Arevalos (970-222-5241) or spouse/friend        

If you have your own SPOT receiver 

IF YOUR GROUP HAS 
THEIR OWN RADIOS 
 
Continue to check-in with 
LarCo dispatch 



VOLUNTEER PROTOCOLS 

Your group or team must check-in at the turn-
around point of your day OR your campsite if it is 
an overnight trip 
 
  RADIO- call dispatch during hours of operation 

 Summer hours 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. daily 
  SPOT receiver- hit the “OK” button 
 
  IF YOU CANNOT MAKE CONTACT 
        > MOVE to a different location and try again 
        > If you still cannot make contact, disengage immediately  
           and contact the FS as soon as possible that day 
           (You should already be on your way out if a day trip) 
 
It is the responsibility of  your home contact to notify 
your Forest Service contact if you are late getting home 
and a search needs to be initiated. 
        

Check-in for safety 



VOLUNTEER PROTOCOLS 

The Forest Service is tracking all “near-miss” situations 
occurring in hazard tree zones. What is a “near-miss”? 
 
  A tree falls within 1.5 tree lengths of where you are working. 
  
  You turn around and leave the area because of adverse 

weather conditions (high winds). 
 
 You cannot contact dispatch with your radio or send out a 

signal with your SPOT receiver. 
 

 
Notify your Forest Service supervisor of any near-misses. 

Near- Miss Documentation 



TRAVEL AWARENESS 
WATCH OUT !  Falling trees are always a hazard 
when traveling through the forest. Here are some “watch 
out” situations for you and our visitors:  

 WINDY  
 Red needled pines 
 Trees with obvious damage 
 Stand with more than a third of the trees 

gone already (windthrow danger) 
 
> Don’t  camp or park under dead trees <  



 
 
QUESTIONS 

 
 
 
 
 
 



CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 

This certifies that 
 
________________________        ________________________ 
      (print your name)         (your signature) 
 
Has completed the  US Forest Service 2011  

HAZARD TREE AWARENESS  &  
VOLUNTEER PROTOCOL TRAINING 

 
                                                         __________________ 

                                                      Date 
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